Si@e expressions are derived for the polarized proton-deuteron total cross sections. Possibilities of extraction of the polarized proton-neutron omss sections fran the proton-deuteron data are discussed.
Because recent masuremnts of the pmtonqxotmn (Fp) tital cross section with polarized beam and target were successful., 1,2 and similar experiments are planned for the proton-deuteron case,3 we are examimhg mrrections to be applied to the raw deuteron data to obtain the polarized proton-neutron (p-n) total cross sections. These corrections were sttied in detail for the unpolarized total 4,5 cress sections and were verified6 using data obtained with neutron beams.
The general expression for the elasti~scattering amplitude of tm particles of spin 1/2 and spin 1 can k obtained using parity and tine reversal invariance.
(1)
Here ; is the Pauli matrix A /A AAA1 A of the external proton,~is the deuteron spin, and Q* = 1/2 (Ji Jk + 'k 'i j-2/36ti .
As usual, the amplitie is defined in the deuteron brick-wall system7 and z is along the average of the proton rmxmmtum, whereas y is orthogonal to the scattering plane. Actually, in the forward direction the brick-wall system coincides with the laboratory systm and is along the incident-keam direction.
The missing terms change sign for either parity or tiIIEreversal tmnsformation, where the x-, y-, and z-directions are defined in term of the ingoing and Outqing nKITErlta.Other terms are missing because they are not independent.
When both beam and target are polarized along the i-th axis, the initial density 
where m and M are the nucleon and deuteron masses, s is the square of total c .m. 8 energies of the system, and A is a variable of relativistic kinematics. ??ran 
and for the longitudinal (z-direction)polarizations,
For a purely vector-polarized deuteron target and a polarized kam, we can n'easure the ACJLand AOT (E&f. 9) for proton-deuteron scattering, which are easily expressed as functions of the proton-deuteron spin aqlitties.
'I%= qlitud= are linear and bilinear expressions
of the elemntary c q . * nucleon-nucleon * litudes, in exactly the sane way as the nonflip amplitude F: (Ref. 4, 5) . Since the deuteron is larger in size than the nucl=n, we can calculate the double-4,5 scattering integral neglecting the t-dependence of the amplitudes. The result
*Actuallv the nucleon-nuclmn spin amplitudes are calculated in brick-w~l frare, tion.10 Hwever, and theY are '&onnec&d to the c .m. amplitties The values of~and~are given in Table I for three wave the deutemn.12'13 ?&o given are the D-wave percentages and the values for <1/r2> for the S-wave renormalized to 1.
'Ibtake into account the t-depndence of the amplitdes,ẽ xpressed as q2 integrals of the deuteron form factors. Table III for the incident-proton laboratory mmenta, were calculated with the Reid soft-core wave function. 12 The non-eikonal corrections change minly the F$ and~phases (by N5% for Pm = 1.7 GeV/c).
It was suggested recently that around 1.3 GeV the in~"ate production of A,, plays an impxtant role in proton-nucleus elastic scattering, but for a m-exchange rcdel for A production, the spin structure of the vertices NnN and NnA is such that there is no contribution to the polarized cross section. At higher energies internediate diffractive production should~imprtant, but too little is knmn about the spin structure of diffractive production to be con- 
